
Extensions Aftercare Advice

Washing
Shampoo and condition your hair extensions with sulphate free shampoo
and conditioner. We recommend the Beauty Work's sulphate free Pearl
Nourishing Argan Oil Shampoo for the Invisi Tape hair extensions.
When conditioning, avoid the root area and let it sit and soak into your hair
extensions before rinsing thoroughly to avoid build-up. 
Apply a small amount of argan oil serum to wet or dry hair to lock in moisture
and nourish your hair extensions.
Always use heat protection spray on wet or dry hair before using heated
appliances.
Beauty Works Pearl Nourishing Argan Oil Mask is specifically formulated to
nourish and revitalise dry hair. To restore shine and softness, gently comb
through wet hair focusing on the mid-lengths and the ends. Apply as often
as needed.

Brushing
The extensions are hand tied and therefore pulling them will damage the
weft. Start brushing your hair from the bottom and then move slowly to the
top.
Ensure you are using the Boar Bristle brushes avoid breakage and damage to
your own hair.

Maintaining the hair extensions

Things to avoid with your extensions

Salt water and chlorine water.
UV rays - avoid strong exposure or wear a sunhat when outside
Silver shampoos and toners, hair colour.
Excessive use of heated appliances or heat appliances that reach above 180
degrees. Using above 180 degrees on your hair extensions will cause
irreversible damage.
Sleeping with wet hair. It's also best to braid your hair when sleeping to avoid
tangling and the cuticles rubbing together.
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The lifespan of your hair extensions will depend on aftercare. We do not
guarantee a definitive lifespan of any types of hair extensions due to them being
a natural consumable product.
Light blonde coloured hair extensions will have a shorter life span due to the
bleaching process. Therefore, they will also require more care and less heat
application to increase the lifespan.

How long should my extensions last?

How often should I wash my extensions?

Wash twice a week with Beauty Works aftercare products. Excessive washing
and styling will damage the cuticle and decrease the lifespan of your extensions.

Extensions FAQs

Can I use heat on my extensions?

Yes you can use tongs, straighteners, and heated rollers as long as the
maximum temperature is 180 degrees. We recommend not using them very
often though as to avoid breakage and snapping.

We recommend the Beauty Works product range for your extensions. 
Particularly the Pearl Nourishing Argan Oil Shampoo, Pearl Nourishing Argan Oil
Mask, 10-in-1 Miracle Spray (heat protection and UV protection), Beauty Works
Argan Oil Serum.

Which products are best to use on extensions?
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